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Global Education and Services Co., Ltd. (Global E&S) is a fast-growing firm that provides a wide range of 
services and programs including customized requests to both universities and international students.

The major programs that Global E&S offers are Korean language courses and internships designed for 
international students. With its widespread international network with many countries including USA, 
Europe, China, Mongolia, and Vietnam, Global E&S ambitiously aims to be the best platform connecting 
international students all over the world. 

ABOUT GLOBAL E&S
YOUR BEST PARTNER FOR LEADING THE INTERNATIONALIZATION 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION! 

Chosen
By Over 6,450
International 
Students

What We Provide
We offer full-service packages for 
international students including 
educational opportunities, Korean 
language teaching, accommodation, 
living, career, and any others upon 
request. 



“LEARN KOREAN ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!”

Global E&S runs Korean language programs with both in-person and online classes (“www.
teachmekorea.com”). Students can enjoy learning Korean through the conversation-focused course at 
the language center in Seoul and enjoy both the remote options and e-lectures of the Korean language 
we provide for international students. 
With LMS (Learning Management System), we provide systematic Korean language education taught 
by remarkable masters and doctoral instructors who graduated from major Korean universities.  

Enjoy learning Korean in person at our Seoul language center. Learn academic curriculum for 
university entry as well as real-life Korean skills for travel, work, and play.
	 - SHORT-TERM COURSE 
       - LONG-TERM COURSE (OVER 3 MONTHS)

Private and group remote Korean language classes based on the student’s Korean language level 
are available for international students. Participants may communicate and get feedback on their 
learning without time and location restrictions.

KOREAN LANGUAGE

EDUCATION

On-Site Korean Language Class01

Remote Korean Class02

REGULAR 
COURSE

With the main focus being speaking, a comprehensive education in grammar, 
listening, writing, and reading. The levels vary from zero basic to advanced Korean.

TOPIK We provide short-term accelerated training to overseas students to prepare for the 
TOPIK test with the goal of getting accepted into Korean universities. It consists of 
lectures for practical exam skills and focuses on analyzing past exam questions.

Different levels of recorded Korean language lectures are provided in which participants solely can 
learn and review the contents at their own pace.

Recorded Lectures 03

REGULAR 
COURSE

A series of online Korean language lectures are offered with different levels starting 
from the Korean alphabet to advanced classes. 

TOPIK We provide subdivided courses from beginner to intermediate level in reading, 
listening, writing, etc. This will enable students to reach the Korean level 
requirements at an individual pace.



“FIND, COMPARE, APPLY! 
EXPERIENCE THE MOST EFFICIENT KOREAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM ”

www.languagekorea.com is a platform developed by our company to provide services that help foreign 
students find the best Korean language programs run by institutes and universities. Easily compare different 
options and receive free consulting from our professional consultants.  

We offer useful information about study-abroad programs and give academic 
advice to assist applicants with the complicated application process. We also 
provide assistance with the preparation of Visa documents.

As a member of the Korean Association of International Education (KAIE), we have relationships 
with 131 universities and partnerships with more than 10 top universities in Korea. We offer a wide 
selection of experiences and higher acceptance rates to our applicants due to these partnerships.

Applicants can also find unique programs on LanguageKorea.com where Global E&S collaborates 
with the partnered universities. We have planned a 2022 summer camp with partnered university 
and are planning to collaborate language programs with other universities in the future to offer 
more opportunities to study in Korea.

UNIVERSITY FINDER

SERVICES

What can you find in “www.LanguageKorea.com”

Over 130 Partnered Universities

Suggest Suitable University01

Assist University Documents03

Accommodation05

Consultation02

Assist Visa Preparation04

Airport Pick-up06

Gachon University Kyungbok University Seoul Theological 
University

Hanyang University 
ERICA Campus



“DEVELOP YOURSELF IN A UNIQUE CULTURAL AND PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT”

Countless opportunities to discover Korea and enjoy its culture are available for our internship participants. 
Through various consultations we provide, university students and young professionals can easily accelerate 
their careers from their studies and acquire professional experience in Korea.

We offer match-making series to a wide variety of companies and organizations 
arranged to best suit the participants’ needs based on their career interests and 
academic backgrounds. 

INTERNSHIP IN KOREA

PRACTICAL LEARNING

REFERRAL LETTER CULTURAL & SOCIAL 
EVENTS 

MATCHING 
WITH INDUSTRY 
PROFESSIONALS

BUILDING 
CONNECTIONS & 

NETWORK WHY US?

AND MORE !!!

Supported Career Field 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT EDUCATION ENTERTAINMENT

RESEARCH HOSPITALITY &TOURISM IT
JOURNALISM & PUBLISHING 
MEDIA NON-PROFIT & NGO PR & MARKETING



TRANSPORTATION

Global E&S Pick-up Service proudly 
offers transportation services in and 
around the city (Seoul / Gyeonggi-do) 
from Incheon airport.

▶ 24-Hour Transportation Service
▶ A Comfortable & Reliable Car
▶ Meet & Greet Service + Friendly Driver
▶ Flights & Arrival Time Tracking

SERVICES

**The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and 
actual products may vary due to product enhancement or change

ACCOMMODATION

We provide safe and pleasant stays in Korea by offering 
3 – 4 star rating hotels located in central of Seoul with 
various types of communal spaces. 

BASIC FACILITIES IN ACCOMMODATIONS

WIFI
Cable TV
Air conditioning
Heating

Toiletteries
Desk 
Equipped Kitchen
Coin Laundry

More than 6,000 
international students 
have already used our 
transportation service

More convenient 
than a taxi & 

cost-effective than a limousine

Professional drivers 
will drive to the desired 
destination 

RELIABLE

REASONABLE ACCURACY



What our participants say
TESTIMONIALS

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
– PR & MARKETING

LANGUAGE KOREA 
- STUDY ABROAD CONSULTING

VIRTUAL KOREAN 
LANGUAGE CLASS

ACCOMMODATION & 
TRANSPORTATION

Myriam A. 
from France 

Yiya L. 
from China

Audrey F.
from USA  

Evan P.
from USA

With Global E&S I had the most amazing 
experience in 8 weeks. I was able to work 
on different aspects of projects and had 
responsibilities which helped me grow and 
develop beyond the classrooms.

Global E&S’s one-stop service is very 
considerate, starting from registration and 
payment. Whether it is the guidance and 
assistance of getting the visa, the pick-up 
service after entry, help with scheduling a 
Covid test, or the hotel check-in, etc. they 
are very thoughtful. The staff are also very 
friendly and will deal with any problems that 
should arise right away. Thank you so much 
for offering this summer camp opportunity!

I really enjoyed the class by given by the 
professor! Although I had studied the 
material before, it was a great review. My 
professor made concepts that I had found 
challenging before very easy to understand. 
Thank you for providing me with the support 
I needed to learn!

Great stay and excellent service for students. 
The price is very competitive. The building is 
nice and located centrally. Global E&S replies 
quickly and everything runs smoothly. The 
staff at the hotel are all really helpful and 
nice. I would recommend it strongly.



367 HANGANG-DAERO, YONGSAN-GU, SEOUL
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04320

EMAIL: info@globalenskr.com
Phone: +82) 2-6217–3782 ~ 86

www.languagekorea.com
www.teachmekorea.com

www.gaja4u.com 
https://stay4korea.com/
https://yiqihanguo.com/
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